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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE. See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

dimensions:

features and benefits:

GraphicHardware

Shipping

Shipping dimensions (hardware only):
57”l x 5”w x 7”h 
1448mm(l) x 127mm(w) x 178mm(h)

Approximate shipping weight:
10 lbs / 4.5 kg
 
Double-sided graphics pack in a separate box

Hardware not in base (without graphic): 167.25”h
Spider base (from pole to floor):
22”w x 5.25”h x 22”d
559mm(w) x 133.35mm(h) x 559mm(d)

Zoom 4: Spider base w/ straight or 
feather graphic:
28.625”w x 156.75”h
727mm(w) x 3981mm(h) 

Zoom 4: Spider base w/ teardrop graphic:
38”w x 136.25”h
965mm(w) x 3461mm(h) 

Ground spike (from pole to floor):
5”w x 1”h x 1.75”d
127mm(w) x 25.4mm(h) x 44mm(d) 

Zoom 4: Ground spike w/ straight or 
feather graphic:
28.625”w x 152.5”h 
727mm(w) x 3874mm(h)

Zoom 4: Ground spike w/ teardrop graphic:
38”w x 132”h 
965mm(w) x 3353mm(h)

Straight:
26.625”w x 113.625”h
676mm(w) x 2886mm(h)

Feather:
26.625”w x 113.625”h
676mm(w) x 2886mm(h)

Teardrop:
36.75”w x 102.25”h
933mm(w) x 2597mm(h)

Refer to related graphic templates for
more information

- Can be used indoors or out
- Graphic rotates in wind
- Storage bags included with kit
- Water fillable donut adds stability to 
 quad leg (included)

- Three graphic shapes available: Feather, 
 Straight, and Teardrop

- Double-sided graphic available
- Both floor base and ground stake included
- One year hardware warranty against 
 manufacturer defects

Graphic material: 4 oz. flag

Double-sided graphic has an outdoor, 
opaque liner in the middle.

Weight when base filled w/ water: 
24 lbs / 53 kg

Wind restriction: 37.3mph / 60km

Optional vehicle base: 5.6 lbs / 2.5 kg
Optional auger base: 2.2 lbs / 1 kg

Auger Base Dimensions:
22”l x 8.5”d (with arms extended) 
Augur (screw) length: 9.375”l 

*For applications below 40 degrees 
fahrenheit, use sand in place of water.

ZOOM-4
For indoor or outdoor use, this unique wind resistant banner design allows the 
graphic to rotate in the wind. Hardware includes both floor base and outdoor 
ground stake. 

additional information:

Teardrop Feather Straight

Ground stake (included)

*Shown with optional upgrade  
donut water fillable base



Donut Water Fillable Base

Unfold the stand. Assemble bungee pole. Place antenne into top of pole.
Feed the antenne through pocket 
that runs along side the graphic.

Once graphic is applied, place 
pole on stand.

Secure graphic to pole by threading 
the bungee through the grommet.

Attach bungee cord to the hook on 
pole to hold graphic in place.

Insert zoom pole and 
drive over pronged base.

Push thumb into thumbholes on 
red handles to extend.
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ADDITIONAL BASE OPTIONS

Ground Spike Vehicle Base Auger Base

unit is complete


